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the national science foundation offers resources for elementary school teachers to teach math to preschool-
age children. teachers can use this information to help students learn from the very beginning in a fun and
engaging manner. = = (equals) is the third studio album from award-winning singer-songwriter ed sheeran,

following the chart-topping + (shape of you) from 2015 and ÷ (divide) in 2017. = = (equals) is sheeran's first
album of material written solely with co-writers, rather than mainly with himself as he did with his previous
two releases. wikipedia says: "= = (equals) was released on 18 march 2019. the album was released on a
number of streaming and download services on the same day, and was also released as a cd, vinyl, and

cassette. " = = (equals) was produced by the british producer jamie widdershoven. it was recorded in london
at london bridge studios, abbey road studios, and at sheeran's own mic-ups studio, and mixed by

widdershoven. the title of the album is a reference to equals signs on paper, and the symbol for equivalence
in mathematics. it was recorded and mixed with an early version of his virtual world studio, jarvis. "i've been

very busy with my music, and the last three years in particular have been a big touring phase. i'm feeling
really excited about the future, and really looking forward to doing more creative things in the year ahead. i
feel like this is the start of a new 3-year period of my life - a period in which i'll be able to focus my attention

completely on music."
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this website is a resource for k-12
teachers to use as a resource for

teaching the concepts of mathematics,
science and art. art includes creative
arts, as well as the integration of art

into mathematics and science curricula,
e.g., the study of art. additional links to
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recommended and non-commercial
activities for elementary and middle
school teachers are at the bottom of
this page. a comprehensive, user-

friendly resource that enables teachers
and administrators of title i school

districts to select one of two models.
this site is based on the national center
for education statistics common core

state standards initiative (ccssi) and is
customizable for use in your own state
and school district. while most schools
want to maximize their use of the ccssi
tools, a comprehensive model can allow

for a seamless transition to using the
ccssi tools. this site should be

considered when you are looking for a
model that starts with the basics of

math and not from the ground-up. math
twister has a built-in accounting

calculator that makes calculating worth
in a 60 second quiz a breeze. simply
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paste your question and math twister
works its own magic. after selecting the
answer, click on "show calculation" and
you will see your calculations in an easy

to read format. an extensive help
section and free online hints are

available. in the spirit of communicating
with teachers, i have tried to present
the information in both contexts in a

logical and informative manner. i have
also included links to recommended

resources that go well with the topics.
excursions into mathematics was
created with individual students in
mind, but i believe that anyone can
gain value from the activities and
exercises included. 5ec8ef588b
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